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The five routes to deep RL

I Five different ways to come to Deep RL
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The Imitation learning route

I A very efficient route, with growing interest
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Policy Gradient and Reward Weighted Regression

From policy gradient to off-policy learning

I Consider the policy search setting where you have a set of trajectories τ
and the corresponding rewards r(τ).

I In the policy gradient setting, you consider that you know the policy that
generated these trajectories, and you write

P (τ (i), θ) =

H∏
t=1

p(s
(i)
t+1|s

(i)
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t ).πθ(a
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t |s
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t )

I What if you do not know the policy? What can you do?

I This is the essence of the off-policy setting
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Policy Gradient and Reward Weighted Regression

Learning a policy from regression

I An obvious thing to do is learn a policy from the trajectories using
regression

I The learned policy should perform as the observed trajectories

I Provided rich enough trajectories, it should generalize to unseen states

I This is a form of learning from demonstration called behavioral cloning
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Policy Gradient and Reward Weighted Regression

Behavioral cloning

I Assume we have a set of expert trajectories,

I Data is a list of pairs (s
(i)
t ,a

(i)
t ), t is time, H is horizon, i is the trajectory index

I If the trajectories are optimal, behavioral cloning is a good option

I Use regression to find a policy πθ behaving as close as possible to data

I Use a validation set to avoid overfitting.

I If the policy πθ is deterministic, this amounts to minimizing the loss function:

Loss(θ) = −
1

m
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I If the policy πθ is stochastic, a standard approach (among many others) consists
in minimizing the log likelihood loss function:

Loss(θ) = −
1

m

m∑
i=1

H∑
t=1

logπθ(a
(i)
t |s

(i)
t )

I But the obtained policy does not perform better than observed trajectories

I Can we do better?
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Policy Gradient and Reward Weighted Regression

Weighted imitation = offline reinforcement learning

I Using the previous regression approach, we can weight the samples based
on the return of the trajectories

I This is similar to one policy gradient iteration, but from off-policy data

I The obtained policy should perform better than the observed trajectories
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Policy Gradient and Reward Weighted Regression

Reward Weighted Regression

I Now, if the expert trajectories are not optimal

I Let R(τ) be the return of trajectory τ

I Still use regression, but weight each sample depending on the return of the
corresponding trajectory.

I That is, imitate “more strongly” what is good in the batch than what is bad.

I Still use a validation set to avoid overfitting.

I If the policy πθ is deterministic, this amounts to minimizing the loss function:

Loss(θ) = −
1

m

m∑
i=1

H∑
t=1

(a
(i)
t − πθ(s

(i)
t ))2R(τ (i))

I If the policy πθ is stochastic, we minimize the function:

Loss(θ) = −
1

m

m∑
i=1

H∑
t=1

logπθ(a
(i)
t |s

(i)
t )R(τ (i)) (1)

I Then we can iterate: generate new data from the new policy, and so on
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Policy Gradient and Reward Weighted Regression

Reminder: the most basic PG algorithm

I Sample a set of trajectories from πθ

I Compute:

Loss(θ) = − 1

m

m∑
i=1

H∑
t=1

logπθ(a
(i)
t |s

(i)
t )R(τ (i)) (2)

I Minimize the loss

I Iterate: sample again
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Policy Gradient and Reward Weighted Regression

PG = RWR !

I Equation (1) is the same as (2)!

I But wait, the basic PG algorithm is on-policy, and RWR uses expert data
in the first step! What’s happening?

I My guess: An on-policy algorithm will work under an off-policy regime if
the behavioral samples are not worse than the current policy

I See this blogpost for a wider perspective:
Data-driven Deep Reinforcement Learning
https://bair.berkeley.edu/blog/2019/12/05/bear/
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Policy Gradient and Reward Weighted Regression

Offline RL

I If we perform just one iteration, this is offline reinforcement learning

I An open question is Under what condition on the batch data can we
obtain an optimal policy this way?

Sergey Levine, Aviral Kumar, George Tucker, and Justin Fu. Offline reinforcement learning: Tutorial, review, and perspectives on

open problems. arXiv preprint arXiv:2005.01643, 2020
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Advantage Weighted Regression

Motivation

Advantage Weighted Regression (AWR): Motivation

I The AWR family is an outlier in the policy search landscape

I With nice properties: partly off-policy, easy to code, safe w.r.t. the deadly
triad (no bootstrap)
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Advantage Weighted Regression

Motivation

Advantage Weighted Regression

I The AWR algorithm performs the above weighted regression

I But from the policy + some exploration, it generates new data

I And it iterates from this new data

I Through exploration, better and better trajectories might be discovered

I Until the optimal policy is eventually found

Peng, X. B., Kumar, A., Zhang, G., and Levine, S. Advantage-weighted regression: Simple and scalable off-policy reinforcement

learning. arXiv preprint arXiv:1910.00177, 2019
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Advantage Weighted Regression

More technical presentation

Algorithm

Algorithm 1: Advantage Weighted Regression

Input : A buffer of trajectories D;
Output: A policy πkmax
for k = 1, . . . , kmax do

V Dk ← argmin
V

IEs,a∼D[||RDs,a − V (s)||2]

πk ← argmax
π

IEs,a∼D[logπ(a|s)exp(
RDs,a − V Dk (s)

β
)]

generate new buffer D sampling trajectories {τk} using πk;

I The initial buffer of trajectories D can come from:
I A random policy π0 (as in the paper)
I Some expert trajectories (imitation learning)

I If no iteration, this is Offline RL, and that’s MARWIL

Wang, Q., Xiong, J., Han, L., Liu, H., Zhang, T., et al. Exponentially weighted imitation learning for batched historical data. In

Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, pp. 6288–6297, 2018
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Advantage Weighted Regression

More technical presentation

Estimating V Dk

V Dk ← argmin
V

IEs,a∼D[||RDs,a − V (s)||2]

I The expectation is approximated over a batch:

V Dk ← argmin
V

1

m

m∑
i=1

H∑
t=1

[||RD(s(i)t , a
(i)
t )− V (st)||2]

I Rather than using pure Monte Carlo, RDs,a is estimated using TD(λ) with
V Dk−1 as bootstrap

I Thus estimate with λ-return rather than MC estimate or pure batch TD
estimate (λ = 0.95)
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Advantage Weighted Regression

More technical presentation

Estimating πk

πk ← argmax
π

IEs,a∼D[logπ(a|s)exp(
RDs,a − V Dk (s)

β
)]

I Again, the expectation is approximated over a batch:

πk ← argmax
π

1

m

m∑
i=1

H∑
t=1

[logπ(a|s)exp(
RDs,a − V Dk (s)

β
)]

I Enforces a trust region (see derivation)

I The weights wDs,a = exp(
RD
s,a−V

D
k (s)

β
) are clipped:

wDs,a = min(wDs,a, wmax) (wmax = 20)

I In [Peters and Schaal, 2007], tuning β is explained. Here, they take a
fixed β = 0.05

Peters, J. and Schaal, S. Reinforcement learning by reward-weighted regression for operational space control. In Proceedings of

the 24th international conference on Machine learning, pp. 745–750, 2007
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Advantage Weighted Regression

More technical presentation

Related papers

I RL approach:
I RWR: Same idea but reward weighted instead of advantage, and no deep

network

Peters, J. and Schaal, S. Reinforcement learning by reward-weighted regression for operational space control. In

Proceedings of the 24th international conference on Machine learning, pp. 745–750, 2007

I LAWER: Not applied to deep networks

Neumann, G. and Peters, J. R. Fitted Q-iteration by advantage weighted regression. In Advances in neural

information processing systems, pp. 1177–1184, 2009

I Imitation approach:
I MARWIL: Just one iteration of AWR = Batch Reinforcement Learning

Wang, Q., Xiong, J., Han, L., Liu, H., Zhang, T., et al. Exponentially weighted imitation learning for batched

historical data. In Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, pp. 6288–6297, 2018

I SIL: Combines A2C + the AWR policy regression. Link to Soft-Q learning.

Oh, J., Guo, Y., Singh, S., and Lee, H. Self-imitation learning. arXiv preprint arXiv:1806.05635, 2018
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Results

Experimental setup

I Batch size = 2000 per iteration

I D contains the 50K most recent samples, thus ∼ 25 previous policies

I Thus partly off-policy

I They use SGD with momentum of 0.9, mini-batch size = 256

I The learning rate of the policy and value function are 5.10−5 and 10−4

I The value function is updated with 200 gradient steps per iteration

I The policy is updated with 1000 gradient steps per iteration

I Sensitivity to these 200, 1000?

I No study of overfitting, no validation set...
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Results

Performance overview

I AWR is consistently better than RWR

I Performance is more consistent over benchmarks than competing methods
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Results

Imitation performance

I Efficiency of imitation learning
I Watch the nice video

https://sites.google.com/view/awr-supp/
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Results

Sensitivity to hyperparameters

I Sensitivity to wmax: weight clipping is vital!

I Raises doubts on the validity of exponentiating the advantage

I Sensitivity to λ, β?
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Results

Ablation study

I Using advantage versus reward (RWR) is critical

I Using the V Dk (s) baseline is important

I Using data just from the previous policy is worse (on-policy)

I No major impact of using TD(λ) instead of MC in Walker-2D, large
impact in HalfCheetah

I Thus sensitivity to λ does not matter much
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Results

Properties

I Even if RDs,a is estimated with bootstrap, V Dk is still estimated with regression

I Not a bootstrap method, so should avoid the deadly triad issue

I But still more sample efficient than MC methods (trpo, ppo)

I In principle, AWR could be truly off-policy

I But in the derivation, the current policy should not be too distant from the
previous one (trust region)

I Derivation quite similar to the standard policy gradient derivation

I Derived from an EM approach
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Results

Difference to policy gradient

I Regression computes an internal gradient, so is it truly different?

IEs∼dπ(s)IEa∼π(a|s)[∇θ logπ(a|s)(Rπs,a − V π(s))] (PG)

IEs∼dµ(s)IEa∼µ(a|s)[∇θ logπ(a|s)exp(
Rµs,a − V µ(s)

β
) (AWR)

I In PG, from the data we compute a gradient related to and applied to the
current policy.

I In AWR, from the data we compute a whole new policy (the policy is not
known, just the data)
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Results

Role of exponentiation

I From the derivation, enforces a trust region

I In PG, a negative step size can make learning unstable (see cacla)

I By exponentiating, guarantee to always get it positive

I PG with exponentiated step size should work better (check with a negative
reward problem)

Van Hasselt, H. and Wiering, M. A. Reinforcement learning in continuous action spaces. In IEEE International Symposium on

Approximate Dynamic Programming and Reinforcement Learning (ADPRL), pp. 272–279, 2007
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Results

Any question?

Send mail to: Olivier.Sigaud@upmc.fr
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